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In this paper we define a class of multigraphs with chromatic index equal to the 
maximum degree d. They are characterized by a property of their elementary 
odd cycles. It is shown that these graphs are panchromatic (i.e., they have a good 
k-coloring for any k). In the partially ordered set of color-feasible sequences of 
these graphs, all maximal sequences have at most d + 1 terms. 
The chrolnatic index q(G) of a multigraph G = (X, E) is the smallest 
number of colors needed to color its edges in such a way that no two adjacent 
edges have the same color. (Such a coloring will be called a usual coloring.) 
Beineke and Wilson [I] say that a simple graph of maximum degree d is of 
class I if q(G) = d: otherwise (i.e., if q(G) = d + 1 according to Vizing’s 
theorem [2, Chap. 151 it is of class II. Here we will say that a multigraph is 
also of class I if q(G) = d. For several families of multigraphs it has been 
possible to determine whether they belong to class I or II [I, 4, 6, 8, 91. The 
purpose of this paper is to characterize a family of multigraphs of class 1; 
this family will be described by a property of the odd cycles. 
Several coloring techniques have been used for determining (a bound of) 
the chromatic index; some of them start from any coloring (i.e., partition 
into q(G) subsets) of the edge set E and try to reach a usual coloring by 
applying at each step a recoloring procedure P(s). This procedure P(s) 
consists of increasing the number of different colors appearing at some node 
without decreasing this number for the other nodes: s is the number of 
colors involved in P(s); we may have s = q(G) (see, for instance, [6]); in 
some instances s = 2 as in [3, 7, 91. Here we will use a procedure P(s) 
with s = 3. 
A natural extension of the usual coloring is the idea of good coloring; a 
good k-coloring of the edges of a multigraph G = (X, E) is a partition of E 
into k subsets such that the number k(x) of different colors appearing at 
each node s is k if dC(x) 3 k or dG(x) otherwise where d&u) is the degree 
of node x in G. 
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In Section 1 we will in fact show that the graphs in the family have good 
k-colorings for any k and this implies that they are of class 1. 
Next we will consider the color-feasible sequences associated with a 
multigraph G : a sequence H = (h, , h, ,..., h,) (where h, 3 II, 2 ... > 
h, > 0 and m is the number of edges in G) is color-feasible for G if there 
exists a usual m-coloring of the edges (HI ,..., H,,) where HI has h, edges 
(some Hi’s may be empty). The set of these sequences has been studied by 
Folkman and Fulkerson [S] (see also [IO]). It is known that it is partially 
ordered; given two color-feasible sequences for G, say H =: (h, ,..., h,,) and 
H’ =- (hI’,..., h,‘) we say that H > H’ if ~~=, hi 3 XI=, hi’ (r = I,..., m). 
A color-feasible sequence H for G is maximum if there is no H’ (color- 
feasible for G) with H’ f- H and H’ > H. The length of a sequence is the 
number of positive terms in it. 
By using a coloring technique (which consists of applying a recoloring 
procedure P(s) with s = 2), Folkman and Fulkerson have shown that for 
bipartite multigraphs all maximal sequences have length at most d where d 
is the maximum degree (it follows from this that these multigraphs are of 
class I). 
In Section 2 we show that for the considered family of multigraphs (which 
are of class I), all maximal sequences have length at most d + 1. Again 
a recoloring procedure P(s) with s = 3 is used. 
Finally in Section 3 we apply a simple splitting operation on the nodes of G 
in order to transform some of the previous results into properties related to 
another type of coloring. 
All concepts which are not defined in the paper can be found in Berge [2]. 
1. QUASIWEAK ODD CYCLES 
A multigraph G = (X, E) is panchromatic if for each k > 2 there is a 
good k-coloring of the edges of G. 
An elementary odd cycle 0 is quasiweak if 
(i) it contains a node X not joined in G, = (X, E - 0) to any node of 
0 by an elementary odd chain, 
(ii) the remaining nodes of 0 may be partitioned into two odd subsets 
C, , C, of consecutive nodes such that in G, no elementary odd chain joins 
some node of C, to some node of C, . 
THEOREM 1. A connected multigraph G which is not an elementary odd 
cycle is panchromatic ifall its odd elementary cycles are quasiweak. 
By taking j C, 1 = 1 we get the following. 
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COROLLARY 1.1 IS]. Let G be a connected multigraph where in each 
elementary odd cycle 0 there are two consecutive nodes which are not joined 
in G, = (X, E - 0) to any node of 0 by elementary odd chains. Then, if G is 
not an elementary odd cycle, it is panchromatic. 
COROLLARY 1.2. If all elementary odd cycles of a multigraph G are 
quasiweak, G is of class I. 
Before proving Theorem 1 we need to state a lemma; if (U, ,..., U,) is 
any k-coloring of the edges of G = (X, E), Us will denote the number of 
edges in Ui which are adjacent to node x. An (i, j)-chain is a chain whose 
edges belong alternately to Ui and r/, ; an (i,j)-chain C is maximal if it 
cannot be extended further; when extending an (i, j)-chain, one will stop 
whenever one reaches an intermediate node which has been met previously. 
C[s, y] will represent the subchain of C joining nodes x and y. C,,(x) will 
be the connected component of G,, = (X, U, u U,,) containing node x. 
LEMMA 1. Let (CJ, , U, , U,) be any 3-coloring of the edges of a multigraph 
G and suppose there is a node x1 such that C,,(x,) is a quasiweak elementary 
odd cycle 0 with nodes x0 , x1 ,..., x,, . Suppose that X = x0 , C, = {x1 ,..., x,>, 
FIGURE 1 
G = kk+l 7***, x291, and u,(xJ = 2, ub(xl) = 0 while u,(+) = ub(xi) = 1 for 
i = 0, 2, 3 ,..., 2p. We construct a maximal (b, c)-chain W containing edge 
(X 0, xzD). We interchange coIors b and c in W; let (U,‘, U,‘, U,‘) be the new 
coloring. Then ua’(xl) = 2, u,‘(x,) = 0, and the new connected component 
C&(x,) is not an elementary odd cycle with u,‘(z) = u,‘(z) for each z + x1 
in CL,(x,). 
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Proof. Let W = W, u W, , where W, is the subchain starting at x0 with 
an edge of U, and W, the subchain starting at x0 with edge (x,, , x2,) E U, . 
Since x,, is not joined to any node of 0 by an elementary odd chain of G, = 
(X, E - 0), W, will not reach any node of 0 and in particular, it will not 
reach x1 (see Fig. 1). 
Furthermore W, will not reach any node of C1 (any edge (x, y) of W, 
which is used for leaving a node x of 0 and reaching a node y not in 0 is 
necessarily an edge of UC, because ub(x) < 1 for each node .Y in Cz and 
because the only edge of Ub joining a node in C, to a node not in C, is 
(r ‘0, x2& 1 C, / is odd). 
Similarly the first node of C, which could be met by W, could be reached 
only with an edge of U, ; this means that there would exist an elementary 
odd chain in Go joining a node of C, to a node of C, . This is impossible 
since 0 is quasiweak. So W, will not reach C1 and after interchanging b and ( 
in W we still have u,,‘(xJ = 2 and u,‘(x,) = 0. 
Now consider CAb(xl); if it contains some node z for which &,(z) = 
u,‘(z) i z+,‘(z) is 1 or at least 3 we are done; so assume that d&z) = 2 for 
each node z of Ci,(x,); clearly it contains the subcycle of 0 formed by nodes 
x0 ) -2-1 )...) .r,q.+1 ; we construct a maximal (n, b)-chain starting at x1 with 
edge (x1 , x2 E U, . We only have to show that we will stop before reaching x1 
(necessarily with edge (x0 , x1)). Let x, be the last node of 0 which is met 
before reaching x0 ; clearly x, E C, and x, is reached with an edge of I/,’ 
(because if it is reached with an edge of U,’ we may reach another node of 0 
with the edge of U, n 0 adjacent to x,). So one leaves X, with an edge of 
U,,’ and since there is no odd chain in Go joining x, to x0 one cannot reach x0 
(it could be reached only with an edge of UC,‘); so there is a node 2 f x1 
with / u,‘(z) - Us’/ = 2. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 1. (A) It is known that G = (X, E) has a good 
bicoloring if it is not an elementary odd cycle [6]. So we assume k 2 3 and 
start from any k-coloring (U, ,,,., U,> of the edges of G. Let X be a node with 
k(Z) < min(k, d(Z)); there are two colors a, b with u,(X) 2 2 and z+,(X) = 0. 
If C,,(X) is not an elementary odd cycle with u,(w) = ub(w) = 1 for 
each node PL’ # 2 and u,(X) = 2, ~~(3) = 0, then it is possible to get a 
bicoloring (U,‘, U,‘) of G(,b such that u,‘(Z) > 0 and u,‘(-U) > 0. Setting 
Ui’ = U, (i # a, b) we have a k-coloring (U,‘...., U,‘) with k’(w) 3 k(w’) for 
each node of G and k’(x) > k(F). 
(B) We now suppose that C,,(Z) is an elementary odd cycle 0 where 
u,(z) = Us = 1 for each z # X. 0 is quasistrong by assumption, so let x0 
be the node of 0 which is not joined to any node of 0 by an elementary odd 
chain in Go = (X, E - 0). We make a cyclic recoloring if necessary so that 
for node x1 adjacent to x0 in 0 we have u,(xl) = 2, u~(xJ == 0 (so k(x,) is 
decreased by I, while k(x) is increased by 1). We now apply the recoloring 
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procedure of Lemma 1 (since k 3 3, there is a color c # a, b which may be 
used). 
(C) C&(x,) is not an elementary odd cycle with ua’(xl) = 2, ub’(xl) = 0, 
and u,‘(w) = Us’ = 1 for each w  # x1 in C,&,). By constructing a 
maximal (a, b)-chain W starting at x1 with edge (x1, x.J (it will not come 
back to x,) and interchanging colors a and b in W, we get a bicoloring of 
C&,(x,) with L~,I(xJ = ub’(xl). So the k-coloring (VI ,..., Uk) thus obtained 
satisfies E(x) Z k(x) for each node x; furthermore for ?c, I%(.%) > k(F). 
(D) The above described procedure is repeated as long as k(x) < 
min(k, d(x)) for some node x. Finally one will get a good k-coloring of G. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. The sufficient condition for the existence of a k-coloring cannot 
be relaxed in the most obvious ways. 
For instance if C, and C, are not required to be odd, Theorem 1 does not 
hold; a triangle 2, b, c with two edges between b and c has no good 3-coloring 
(here C, = (b, c}, C, = ai>. 
The same example shows that if there is an elementary odd chain in G, 
joining a node in C, to a node in C, , Theorem 1 does not hold any more. 
Also if X is allowed to be joined in G, to some node of C, (or of C, , but not 
necessarily both) by an elementary odd chain, G may not be panchromatic. 
2. COLOR-FEASIBLE SEQUENCES 
Although multigraphs with quasiweak odd elementary cycles only are 
similar to bipartite multigraphs with respect to the “panchromaticity,” they 
have different properties regarding their color-feasible sequences. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a multigraph with maximum degree d; ifall its odd 
elementary cycles are quasiweak, then all maximal color-feasible sequences 
have length at most d + 1. 
Proof: We start from a color-feasible sequence H = (h, , h, ,..., h,) with 
h,,, > 0 and we construct a color-feasible sequence H’ for which H’ > H 
and hi,, = 0 (this implies of course hi,, = ... = h,,,’ = 0). 
Let (x, y) be an edge of some Ht with t 3 d + 2; there exist indices a, 
a’, b, c < d f 1 such that h,(x) = h,,(x) = h,,(y) = h,(y) = 0 (a + a’, 
b # c). If a = b, then (x, y) is introduced into H, and we get a color-feasible 
sequence I? > H. Otherwise we may assume that a < b < c. 
We construct a maximal (b, a)-chain starting at x with an edge of H6 . Let 
C(x, z] be this chain; clearly z # Y. 
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(A) If z iy colors a and b are interchanged in C and (x, y) is introduced 
into Ho ; we obtain i7, , R, and letting R, = Hi (i # a, b) we have h, 3 h, 
and I;, + ha > h, + h ,, ; so after reordering the indices in such a way that 
1;l > K, 3 ... 2 15,~ we get a color-feasible sequence R satisfying 
i hi 3 2 lli ) k = I,..., m 
i=l i=l 
with strict inequality for k > b. 
(B) We now examine the case where z = y; this means that C[x, y] u 
(x, y) is an elementary odd cycle 0; it is quasiweak by assumption ,hence 
there is some node x0 in 0 which is not joined to any node of 0 by an elementary 
odd chain of G,, = (X, E - 0). Two cases are to be considered. 
(Bl) If x0 = X, then we construct a maximal (c, a)-chain starting at 
X; let C’[x, z] be this chain. We now show that z # y : if C’ reaches y (in 
this case it will stop at y) it must be with the unique edge of H, adjacent 
to y; hence C’ must reach a node met by C[x, y]; let x’ be the first node of 
C[x, y] met by C’ (after x); x’ is reached by C’ with an edge of H, . So 
C’[x, x’] is an odd elementary chain of G, joining x,, -1 x to some node of 0. 
This is not possible, hence z f y and we are in a case similar to (A)) (with b 
replaced by c). 
(B2) If x0 + X, we may color (x, j,) with color a and make a cyclic 
recoloring in 0 in such a way that for some -yl adjacent to x0 h,(xJ = 2, 
hb(xJ = 0, and h&M,) = h,(Mz) = 1 for all remaining nodes ~1’ of 0. Then 
we construct a maximal (b, c)-chain W containing the edge of Hb adjacent 
to x0 3 . we interchange colors b and c in W. According to Lemma 1, the 
connected component C,,(x,,) is not an elementary odd cycle with h,(x,) = 2, 
h,(x,) = 0, and h,(,v) = hb(rt!) = 1. Hence by constructing a maximal 
(a, b)-chain V starting at x1 and interchanging colors b and a in it (V will 
not come back to x,), we get a new coloring (a, ,..., R,) of G. 
(C) Edge (x, y) was initially introduced into H, and the interchange of 
colors in V may either decrease h, by 1 (and increase hb by 1) or leave h, 
and h, unchanged. Besides, the interchange of colors in W will modify h, 
and h, by at most 1 (with h, + h, unchanged); so in all cases we have h,, > h, , 
fi, + 15~ > h, + hb and t5, + fi, + h, > h, + hb + h, ; this means that the 
color-feasible sequence R = (h, ,. .., I;,) satisfies 17 > H. 
(D) We will eventually get a color-feasible sequence H’ > H with 
hi+, = 0 by repeating the same procedure. Q.E.D. 
Remark. There are multigraphs with quasiweak elementary odd cycles 
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only for which the value d + 1 of the bound in Theorem 2 is reached; it is, 
for instance, the case of a triangle with one pending edge at each node of the 
triangle. 
3. FINAL REMARKS 
A result similar to Theorem 1 could be derived for equitable colorings 
(i.e., colorings with - 1 < ui(x) - z+(x) < 1 for each node x and for any 
two colors i,j). A simple way of getting it is to use, for instance, the technique 
of k-splitting [9]. At each node x of G with d(x) > k the d(x) edges are 
ordered arbitrarily; x is split intop = (d(x)/kj nodes x’, x”,..., x(p) (here (tj 
is the smallest integer not less than t); x’ is adjacent to the first k edges, X” to 
the next k edges, and so on. The multigraph G(k) obtained from G by k- 
splitting has maximum degree k. If G(k) is of class I, G has an equitable 
k-coloring. 
Furthermore we might as well define quasiweakness for nonelementary 
odd cycles in a multigraph G (elementary odd cycles and chains would 
simply be replaced by odd cycles and chains). Clearly if all odd cycles of a 
multigraph G are quasiweak, in any G(k) obtained by k-splitting all elementary 
odd cycles are quasiweak; so G(k) is of class 1. Hence we get: 
THEOREM 1'. I f  all odd cycles of a connected multigrnph G are quasiweak, 
theft G has an equitable k-coloring for each k >> 2 (except lf G is an odd cj*cle 
and k = 2). 
By using a partial recoloring technique P(s) with s =.= 2, Hilton [7] has 
given the following. 
THEOREM 3. Let p be a positive integer and let G be a rnultigraph lthich 
has no partial subgraph G’ = (X’, U’) with 1 U’ / odd and d&x) -7 2p for 
each x E X’. Then for any k > 2 G has a k-coloring (Ul ,..., I/,) irith u<(x) > 
r . p if d(x) 3 r . p . k or u(x) < r p if d(x) < r . p I k .for each node x 
and each color i. 
Using the k-splitting technique (in order to get a multigraph G(kp)) we 
obtain easily the following result. 
THEOREM 3’. Let p be a positive integer and let G be a multigraph nghich 
has no partial subgraph G’ = (X’, U’) ulith / U’ i odd and d,,(x) z-c 0 (mod 2~) 
for each x E X’. Then ,for any k 2 2, G has a k-coloring (CJ1 ,..., CJk) with 
p . r < q(x) & p(r + 1) (i = l,..., k; I E X) &ere r is an integer such that 
k . p . r << d(x) < k . p(r + 1). 
Notice that for p = 1, Theorem 3’ shows that a bipartite multigraph has 
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an equitable k-coloring for each k > 2. For p = 2, there cannot be a G’ 
with 1 U’ / odd and d,,(x) = 0 (mod 4). Hence any multigraph G has a 
k-coloring (UI ,..., U,) with max,,j [Ui(X) - uj(X)] < 2 for each node x [I I]. 
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